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AN GARDA SIOCHANA
 fJ 


Gifig an Cheannfort 
An Garda Siochana 
An MuileaLltJ gCearr 
Contac na blannlJi 


Tel I Tcilcaf6n: 0449384016 


Fax I raes: 044 9384082 


Please Quare the[ollowing lief No 
MG GEN.261/09 


Superintendent's Office 
MuJlingar 
Co. Westmeath 


Web site: www.garda.ie 


Date: 14tl1 April 2009 


Torn Roche 
Coordinator 
Just Forests 
Ratbcobican 
Rhode 
Co Offal)' 


RE: Use of illegally-logged timber in new civic offices 


Dear Mr Roche, 


I wish to acknowledge receipt of your correspondence dated 8th April 2009 in
 
connection with the above.
 


I am looking into the matter and will be in contact with you in due course.
 


Yours faithfully,
 


~ 
INSPR. FOR SUPT. 


Raiteas Misin/Mission Statement:
 
An kibheal insroiehle is airde a bhaint amach maidir Ie Co.saint Phearsanla, Tiomantas don Phobal agus Siandilil Stiiil.
 


To achieve the highe. I altainahle level of"Personal Protection, Communiry Commitment and Slate Securit)'.
 








Taking alivelihood approach to 
farest conservation since 1989 


Just Forests 
Rathcobican 


Rhode 
Co.Offaly 


Ireland 


Tel:0469737545 
Fax: 046 9737546 


wood Iife@justforests.org 
www.justforests.org 


8 April 2009 


Superintendant-in-Charge 
Garda Station 
Mullingar 
Co Westmeath. 


RE: Use of Illegally-Logged Timber in NEW Civic Offices 


Dear Superintendant, 


On Friday 20th March 2009, I made a verbal and written complaint at Mullingar Garda 
Station regarding the use of illegally-logged timber in the NEW Civic Offices in Mullingar. 
I also lodged a report from Hamburg University on the species used. 


I spoke to a member of the Gardai in Mullingar Garda Station in person on Monday 23rd 


March 2009 to enquire how the matter was progressing. 


Since then I have inspected "timber certification" documents on file at the County Hall in 
Mullingar, courtesy ofWestmeath Co Council's Director of Services, Mr. Riobart 
O'Ceallaigh. I have also contacted Bennett Construction on a number of occasions, but to no 
avail, on this matter. 


The purpose of this letter is to inform you that Just Forests wishes to continue with our 
complaint against Westmeath Co Council and its agents and we would hope that you will do 
all in your power to bring this matter to a satisfactory conclusion. 


I am available at any time to meet with you and produce documentary evidence to back up 
this claim and show how it violates EU & International Directives/Conventions. 


Yours sincerely, 


Tom Roche 
Coordinator 








Friday 13th March, 2009 
 


PRESS RELEASE 
 


Forest conservation organisation will hold one-day fast on St. Patrick’s Day outside NEW Civic 
Offices in Mullingar. 


. 
 


Local Authority fails to see the wood for the trees in new Civic Offices. 
 
Just Forests a forest campaigning group will hold a  one-day fast outside the new Civic offices in 
Mullingar in protest against the Council’ s use of illegal plywood on St. Patrick’s Day 17th March 
2009. 
  
A secret investigation by Offaly-based forest education group Just Forests has revealed that Chinese 
plywood – containing two species of endangered tropical hardwood – is currently being used in the 
construction of the new Civic Offices in Mullingar, Co Westmeath.   
 “This makes a mockery of Ireland’s commitment to a number of international conventions most 
notably CITES (The Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna & 
Flora),  the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) and the UN Millennium Development Goals 
(MDG’s) all of which are designed to meet our international obligations towards ‘sustainable 
development’ and poverty alleviation that Ireland has signed up to,” according to Tom Roche, 
coordinator of Just Forests.	  


 
Westmeath Co Council, like most Local Authorities around Ireland, currently has no official policy 
concerning the responsible procurement of timber used in its own buildings, despite the fact that 
illegal-logging is causing widespread social, environmental, economic and ecological hardship for 
millions of people in developing countries.  
 
“The use of such plywood in this case is also responsible for layoffs in the Irish Panelboard Industry,” 
according to Mr Neil Foot, Managing Director of Waterford-based SmartPly Europe.  


Tom Roche, from Just Forests, said:  “By using endangered tropical hardwood in the construction of 
this building Westmeath Co Council is trashing some of the world’s last remaining rainforests. It also  
makes a mockery of the Irish Government’s claims to lead on the issue of climate change, as forest 
destruction is one of the main causes of global warming. The Council like all other Local Authorities 
in Ireland and the Government needs to introduce a tough new policy on this, or it risks further 
scandal and significant job losses.”  


Plywood samples taken from the Mullingar site were tested in Hamburg University and the results 
revealed that the species used in the cladding included bintangor and nyatoh (pencil cedar). Both these 
species are found in paradise forests of south East Asia, and often used in the manufacture of Chinese 
plywood- an issue which has been highlighted in recent years, as these species are often logged 
illegally and unsustainably.   For instance the vast majority of bintangor comes from Papua New 
Guinea (PNG) where illegal and destructive logging is rampant. Logging companies in the area have 
been accused of widespread illegality including human rights abuses. Much of this bintangor is 
shipped to China where it is used in the manufacturer of cheap throw away plywood-such as the 
hoarding seen on numerous building sites around Ireland.  


“A significant part of the timber trade involves a world market of stolen goods. The impacts of this 
illegal trade on valuable ecosystems, the world’s poor, the economies of developing countries and 
climate change mean there is a moral imperative to address this problem in every possible way.” 
(House of Commons Environmental Audit Committee) 







The continued use of Chinese plywood in Irish construction makes a mockery of the Government’s 
ability to meet their international obligations.   


Chinese logging companies are also wreaking havoc in Tanzania’s forests, where illegal logging is 
rampant. Tanzania is one of Irish Aid’s priority countries for development assistance. A recent report 
by TRAFFIC and IUCN highlights the on-going destruction illegal-logging is having on community-
managed forests in Tanzania. The report is available on Just Forests website at: www.justforests.org  


“Government and companies can't continue to close their eyes and hope that the plywood and timber 
they purchase is from, legal and sustainable sources - ignorance is not a defence” said Tom Roche, 
who represents Offaly-based NGO Just Forests. 


We have written to the Minister for the Environment Mr. John Gormley calling on the Government to 
adopt a responsible ‘Timber Procurement Policy’ that will help combat illegal and unsustainable 
extraction of timber from the world’s forests.  We were astonished that the Minister refuses to get 
involved in this issue, which blatantly contravenes government policy” said Tom Roche.  
 
The Minister’s reply to the letter by Just Forests was received on 24/02/09. In it, Minister Gormley 
stated that the Westmeath County Council case is a matter for the Department of Finance and that 
Local Authorities are independent bodies and “decisions regarding procurement are a matter for each 
individual local authority and the Department [Environment] does not have a role in this matter”. 
 


The group also wrote to Westmeath Co Council in June 2008 (Westmeath Examiner, July 5, 2008) 
bringing this matter to their attention and offering assistance/timber policy (free of charge) to help 
them source sustainably-produced timber, but got no reply from the Council.  


“It’s time our politicians and Local Authorities got serious about climate change, poverty eradication 
and job creation by supporting responsible timber traders/industries and lead by example. This can be 
done by supporting internationally recognised independent third party forest certification standards 
such as that of the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC).” Mr Roche said.  


ENDS. 


For more information contact: 


Tom Roche-Just Forests 


Tel: 0469 737545 
Mob: 086 8049389 
Email: woodlife@justforests.org  
Web: www.justforests.org  


Notes For The Editor. 


International Commitments 


The Irish Government has commitments to sustainability under a number of international conventions 
they have signed and includes: The Convention on International Trade of Endangered Species of Wild 
Fauna and Flora (CITES), the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), Local Agenda 21 (LA21 
from the Earth Summit) and the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). 







Also of huge importance is the emerging EU Council (Proposed) Regulation on Illegal-Logging and 
the EU Forest Law Enforcement Governance and Trade guidelines (EU FLEGT) which Ireland will 
have to abide by. 


The economics of forest loss. 


According to an EU-commissioned study entitled The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity, 
published in October 2008, stated that the annual cost of forest loss alone is 2-5 trillion US dollars 
alone.    


 


 


	  








 
Tuesday, 25 November 2008 


 
To Whom it Concerns, 


 
Council fails to put its own policy into practice. 


Are the new Civic Offices in Mullingar going to literally cost the Earth? 
 
Westmeath County Council’s use of tropical plywood in their Civic Offices may contravene a 
number of international conventions and protocols designed to protect the global environment. 
Two in particular of note are the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of 
Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) and the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD).  
 
The Council (like so many other Council’s around Ireland) has dodged a golden opportunity to kill 
two birds with one stone -both the economic downturn and global climate change. Creating new 
jobs in the Irish panel board industry is essential to meet the government’s plans of insulating 
homes in the economic crisis, and is urgently needed to tackle global climate change and 
safeguard a clean and prosperous future for us all. 
 
This could create exciting new business opportunities and tens of thousands of jobs - as well as 
slashing fuel bills and greenhouse gas emissions. Increased local authority accountability is 
urgently needed in creating a successful, low- carbon economy. Having and implementing a 
responsible timber procurement policy is a step in the right direction if we are to avoid the climate 
change collision course we are currently on. 
 
 


Plywood samples taken from the site have been sent away for analysis. However, it is suspected 
that Chinese plywood containing tropical hardwood species - bintangor and nyatoh (pencil cedar) 
have been found in the construction of the new Civic Offices in Mullingar. Both these species are 
found in paradise forests of south East Asia.  An issue which has been highlighted in recent 
years, as these species are often logged illegally.   For instance the majority of bintangor comes 
from Papua New Guinea (PNG) where illegal and destructive logging is rampant. Logging 
companies in the area have been accused of widespread illegality including human rights abuses. 
Much of this bintangor is shipped to China where it is used in the manufacturer of cheap throw 
away plywood-such as that used in hoardings and cladding on numerous building sites around 
Ireland.  


.  “Illegal-logging is causing widespread social, environmental, economic and ecological hardship 
for millions of people in developing countries. It is also a major contributory factor to climate 
change” says Tom Roche of Just Forests. If the plywood is as suspected, Just Forests intends to 
take legal action against the Council. A report will be sent to the Minister for the Environment and 
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).  
 
Tom Roche, from Just Forests, said: “By using endangered tropical hardwood in the construction 
of this building Westmeath County Council is trashing some of the world’s last remaining 
rainforests. It makes a mockery of its claim ‘Leading by Example’ in their own Local Agenda 21 
document on the issue of climate change, as forest destruction is one of the main causes of 
global warming. The Council needs to introduce a tough new policy on this, or it risks further 
scandal.” 
 
 







By not specifying a suitable material made right here in Ireland from locally-grown timber by a 
wholly-owned Irish company that provides local employment and which is independently certified 
to the highest international standards, they have failed to practice what they preach. In their own 
Local Agenda 21 Strategy document-‘Leading by Example’, which is available on their website, 
Westmeath County Council has let a golden opportunity to be a model of ‘sustainable 
development’ for other local authorities and indeed their own constituents, slip through their 
fingers -they have made a mockery of the spirit of ‘sustainable development’. 
 
 They have failed to send a strong message to irresponsible timber traders that ‘business as 
usual’ is not acceptable. Neglecting to have a clearly defined procurement policy on timber and 
wood-based products means their own ‘carbon footprint’ will increase. This is no way for a 
modern-day local authority to behave in light of impending Climate Change issues and looming 
unemployment – the greatest challenges facing society for the foreseeable future. 
  
 
At a time when we are all being asked by national and local government  to ‘reduce’, ‘reuse’ and 
‘recycle’ in order to minimise our ‘carbon footprint’ on the earth and conserve finite resources, 
Westmeath County  Council has failed to show good example and lead the way in relation to 
national and global environmental issues. The Council’s use of tropical plywood in the new Civic 
Offices is morally reprehensible. The plywood is made from hardwood from tropical rainforests 
and its use raises legal, ethical, environmental, social, biodiversity and economic issues that will 
have far-reaching and potentially catastrophic consequences. The construction industry is the 
biggest consumer of timber in the country which is why it is vital for contractors, 
architects and builders to source timber from environmentally and socially responsible 
sources such as those certified by the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC). 
 
Local Authorities are in a very good position to influence change.  They construct, operate and 
maintain economic, social and environmental infrastructure, oversee planning processes and 
establish local environmental policies and regulations. They also assist in implementing national 
and regional environmental policies. They are very close to the people and play a vital role in 
educating and mobilising the public and responding to community concerns. Therefore, Local 
Authorities – large or small – are important players for putting sustainable development into 
practice. They are important consumers with public procurement policies as a powerful tool for 
promoting the use of environmentally and socially responsible products and practices. Local 
Authorities’ behaviour is likely to have an important influence on people and they should take 
every opportunity to set a good example to the public.  
 
 
Around the world, illegal logging, criminal exploitation and trade in forest resources are 
destroying forest ecosystems, undermining the livelihoods of local communities and depriving 
governments in transition of much-needed revenue. Illegal logging causes environmental damage, 
promotes corruption, undermines the rule of law and good governance and funds armed conflict. 
It retards sustainable development in some of the poorest countries of the world. Consumer 
countries like Ireland contribute to these problems by importing timber and wood products 
without ensuring that they are legally sourced through credible third-party verification.  
 
An Environmental Audit Committee report by the UK Government was critical of the lack of 
control over the sources of timber bought by their own government departments. The report cited 
the absence of clear guidance for departments on timber procurement as contributing to the issue.  
It also highlighted the fact that “60% of the tropical timber imported into the UK was illegally 







logged”. Much of the tropical timber entering Ireland comes from UK importers. The 
Organisation of Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) estimate that the global trade 
in timber is worth more than 150 billion US Dollars a year, of which the EU is the world’s largest 
importer. Estimates suggest that as much as 50 percent of EU imports of timber and wood 
products from Southern countries may be illegally sourced and 20 percent from Eastern Europe 
and the Russian Federation. 
 
The EU has expressed its concern for the influx of illegally-sourced forest products into the 
European market and has issued a directive to member states to tackle the problem: the directive 
is contained in a document entitled ‘Forest Law Enforcement Governance and Trade’ (FLEGT). 
While some producer and consumer countries are paying increasing attention to illegal logging, 
Just Forests believe that not enough is being done here in Ireland. Irish timber traders and local 
authorities have an important role to play in halting this earth destroying activity - a ‘business as 
usual’ approach is not good enough. 
 
 
                               
Reports from the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change has warned that 
global warming will cause an increase in the extinction of animal and plant species,  water 
shortages to spread and droughts and floods to become more frequent as man-made emissions of 
greenhouse gases cause the Earth to warm. At a time when we are all being asked by national and 
local government  to ‘reduce’, ‘reuse’ and ‘recycle’ in order to minimise our ‘carbon footprint’ on 
the earth and conserve finite resources, local authorities across the country are failing to show 
good example and lead the way in relation to national and global environmental issues.   
 
 
Plants and trees play a vital role in purifying our air of harmful greenhouse gases. The process is 
commonly referred to as carbon sequestration. This is the natural process whereby living plants 
and trees remove carbon from the atmosphere through photosynthesis as they grow. The earth’s 
vegetation and soil currently contain the equivalent of almost 7,500 gigatons of CO2 - more 
carbon than that contained in all remaining oil stocks, and more than double the total amount of 
carbon currently accumulated in the atmosphere. The carbon presently locked up in forest 
ecosystems alone is greater than the amount of carbon in the atmosphere.  
 
Some of this carbon is transferred to the soil through the roots and as leaves fall and decay. But 
when soils are disturbed through ploughing or when trees are cut down, the stored carbon 
oxidizes and escapes back into the atmosphere as CO2.  Emissions from deforestation are very 
significant globally. The much lauded Stern Review –The Economics of Climate Change, by the 
UK government puts annual emissions from deforestation at more than 18% of global greenhouse 
gas emissions. This is greater than that produced by the whole of the global transport sector. 
These emissions could potentially be cut significantly fairly quickly. No new technology has to 
be developed, but action is needed. Having clear and workable environmentally-conscious public 
procurement policies in relation to the supply of goods and services is a very good starting point. 
Local authorities should lead the way. 
 
When politicians knock on your door over the coming months and ask for your vote, ask them 
what they will do to support sustainable development. What will they do to support local timber 
producers?  Ask them what actions they will take to reduce their own ‘carbon footprint’. Ask 
them what they will do to stop the deplorable siphoning off of natural resources from poor people 
in developing countries. Let them know that you do not want your children to have to pay for 
their lack of accountability on environmental sustainability issues. It’s not enough to have a 







policy on a website. Policies must be put into practice and regularly monitored to ensure 
implementation. People are waiting around thinking things will change. Things will not change 
until we change and do the right thing. The future is in our hands. 
ENDS  
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24.11.2008                                   KO/353/08 2008-12-02 


Wood identification 
 
 
Dear Mr. T. Roche, 
 
enclosed with the above cited reference we received two plywood samples for wood iden-
tification (sample 1 and 2).  
 
REPORT 
For the wood identification small sectioning blocks were prepared from the individual lay-
ers of the two plywood samples and microscopically investigated.  
 
 
Wood identification:  
Sample 1 consists of five veneer layers.  
The microscopic structural features of the outer layers (face veneers) fully correspond to 
timbers of the botanical genus 


Palaquium (family: SAPOTACEAE) 


Timbers pertaining to this genus are marketed under the trade name of nyatoh. 
 
The microscopic structural features of the three core layers fully correspond to timbers of 
the botanical genus 


Populus (family: SALICACEAE) 


Timbers pertaining to this genus are marketed under the trade name of poplar. 
 
 
Sample 2 consists of nine veneer layers.  
The microscopic structural features of the outer layers (face veneers) fully correspond to 
timbers of the botanical genus 


Calophyllum (family: GUTTIFERAE) 


Timbers pertaining to this genus are marketed under the trade name of bintangor. 
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The microscopic structural features of six core layers fully correspond to timbers of the 
botanical genus 


Populus (family: SALICACEAE) 


Timbers pertaining to this genus are marketed under the trade name of poplar. 
 
One individual core layer consists of the wood species Pinus, section sylvestris = pine 
(trade name). 
 
 
 
The above results refer exclusively to the specimens sent and investigated. According to the prevalent regula-
tions we are required to charge a fee for this kind of service. Please be so kind to effect your payment in line 
with the attached invoice to our account at the Bundeskasse. 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
pp  
Adj. Professor Dr. G. Koch 
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